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CHAPTER V: Conclusion and suggestion 

In this research, the researcher presents the following conclusion and suggestion 

based on the result of the findings and discussion. 

Conclusion 

The result of this research are show that the code-mixing is important things that uses 

in teaching English because the code-mixing help in explanation and also can be a 

solution for the teacher when they get difficulty in express what should they explain 

to the students. The teacher apply code-mixing because of they need it, the causes are 

code-mixing help in tomake a good conversation, sentences and expresion and the 

impact of it is the students are can enjoy and understand what the teacher explain 

about. 

Code-mixing also help the student in understanding the difficult word, the student 

will enjoy the teaching learning process because they know what the explanation 

about, so researcher agree with the code-mixing help the students in study English. 

Code-mixing also show the ability of teacher in teaching English itself. When the 

teacher chose to use code-mixing in perfect time it will be a good strategy for make 

the student enjoy the explanation. From the explanation above the researcher 

conclude that code-mixing is the way for the teacher in explanation because it is 

connecting the teachers and student in teaching learning process. 
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Suggestion  

From this research the researcher hope that as an English teacher we should make the 

student comfortable in the class and also they can enjoy the situation of class. These 

researches show us that code-mixing can be a solution in to get all of it. The 

researcher also hope as an english teacher we shhould master the medium language 

(english language) because in the real teaching learning proces we can use the code-

mixing only and some situation that teachers or stuents need it. 

The researcher also hope this research educated for students about code-mixing itself 

so they can learn about how to apply code-mixing in their daily activity in English 

teaching learning process.  

The last session the researcher hope this research inspiring the next researcher about 

code-mixing that there are many object can be research in next research. We can 

learn code-mixing in every single society, because code-mixing is the way to express 

what in our mind to make another people/listener understand with our sentence. 
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